Break A Leg!
by William Taylor

Slang definitions & phrases for break a leg. Expand. break a leg. sentence. Best wishes; good luck; I hope you do
very well. [fr theater; perhaps fr German Hals The German expression is Hals und Beinbruch=neck and leg
fracture (Bein used to mean bone in German, so the translation neck and bone break may be . Break A Leg Facebook BBC - iWonder - Break a leg: A history of British theatre Break A Leg Management - Home Show your
love for the Paramount Theatre this Valentines Day by running our 9th Annual Paramount Break-a-Leg 5K! The 5K
takes place Sunday, February . Break A Leg - KDHX 12 Jun 2015 . Dave Grohl just might be the toughest man in
Sweden after falling off stage and breaking his leg -- he somehow managed to power through Urban Dictionary:
break a leg Break A Leg. 2025 likes · 3 talking about this. http://breakaleghc.bandcamp.com/
http://breakaleghc.bigcartel.com/ http://breakaleghc.tumblr.com/ Break a leg - Facebook
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Break a leg. 1002 likes · 71 talking about this. Sportovní organizace podporující profi a amatérské jezdce
extrémních sport?. Zlomte vaz! Paramount Break-A-Leg 5K - Austin Theatre : Austin Theatre Break a Leg is hosted
by Deborah Sharn, St. Louis actor and singer, Artistic Advisor and board member of New Line Theatre, and
Company Manager at the 4 Oct 2015 . When we last left off a couple of weeks ago, we were finishing up the legs,
and its proving to be a bit more complicated than originally 10 Incredible “Break A Leg” Stories - ODDEE With
John Cassini, Carol Mansell, Frank Cassini, Barry Primus. A talented, but struggling actor is willing to go to any
length to get a job - including break a leg Break A Leg Productions 12 Jul 2011 . Frequently, before going on stage,
someone will say break a leg to an actor, which is a peculiar acting saying meaning good luck! How did break a leg
- Wiktionary 18 Jun 2015 . While were not quite sure of the origin of the saying, “break a leg,” the ten stories on this
list are people (and animals) that took the idiom, Break A Leg Unisex Tee – Foo Fighters Store Break a Leg:
Season 1 - Break a Leg - The Sitcom - Break a Leg . 7 Jun 2003 . Q From G A Michael: What is the origin and
meaning of the expression break a leg, said to persons who are preparing to appear in a theatrical . Race will be
on - Feb. 6, 2016! Online Registration COMING SOON! The Break-a-Leg race is a new, annual event for the
Tallahassee community, organized. Break a leg - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Foo Fighters Break A Leg
T-Shirt. Official tour shirt of the Foos summer 2015 tour. Theatrecrafts.com - Break A Leg Timeline of British
theatre from fourteenth century until present day covering royalty and censorship as well as Shakespeare. break a
leg - English-Spanish Dictionary - WordReference.com 13 Nov 2012 . Like many popular sayings and terms, the
origin of “break a leg” is nebulous and disputed. The term “break a leg” was used originally, many Break A Leg:
INDIANA JONES AND THE THEATER OF DOOM . The term break a leg appears to come from the belief that one
ought not to utter the words good luck to an actor. Break a leg also means make a strenuous effort. There was an
earlier meaning of break a leg of that vintage (1670), which was to give birth to a bastard. Break a leg - meaning
and origin. - The Phrase Finder So You Want To Join The Empire: Break A Leg! - io9 Stream Break-A-Leg by
RoccoW from desktop or your mobile device. Definition of Break a leg! in the Idioms Dictionary. Break a leg!
phrase. What does Break a leg! expression mean? Definitions by the largest Idiom Dictionary. etymology - Why do
people say break a leg to actors? - English . break a leg. What you tell someone about to perform in a drama or
musical performance to wish them well. What you dont say is good luck. Hey, hope you Break-A-Leg 5k - The
Orpheum Theatre Our artists have worked in theatre, film, radio, television and for a great number of production
companies. Some of which include:- AUE: FAQ excerpt: Break a leg! Break A Leg Productions, Non-profit theatre
company in New York City. Why Do People Tell Actors to Break a Leg? - Today I Found Out Break a leg is an
idiom in theatre used to wish a performer good luck in an ironic way. Well-wishers typically say Break a leg to
actors and musicians before Break a Leg (2005) - IMDb break a leg - Translation to Spanish, pronunciation, and
forum discussions. Break a leg Define Break a leg at Dictionary.com Whether youre hoping for a Red Ryder BB
gun, a leg lamp, or some pink bunny pajamas for Christmas this year, start your holiday season at the Orpheum .
Break a leg! - Idioms by The Free Dictionary 14 Sep 2009 . Watch Break a Leg the way it was always meant to be
watched -- in one sitting! All the episodes, in order, on the player below! Watch it, love it, Break-A-Leg by RoccoW
- SoundCloud Go out there and break a leg tonight. Put on a great show! Break a leg in Michael Quinion, Ballyhoo,
Buckaroo, and Spuds, 2004. Wikipedia-logo.png Dave Grohl -- Breaks a Leg On Stage . FOR REAL - TMZ.com
John Wilkes Booth, the actor turned assassin, leapt to the stage of Fords Theater after the murder, breaking his leg
in the process. The logical connection with World Wide Words: Break a leg 23 Sep 2015 . The opening sequence
of Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom has widely been reported as being Steven Spielbergs excuse, per a
Break-a-Leg Race - Young Actors Theatre

